
Sensitivity Switching Connector
Gyro sensitivity switching signal input connector. Connect to the receiver sensitivity 
switching channel (normally CH5). This connector is also simultaneously used to switch 
between the AVCS and normal operation modes. Since this connector is a single wire 
signal line, do not pull on it too hard.

Rudder Input Connector
Connects to the receiver rudder channel (usually the CH4) input connector.

Rudder Servo Connector
Connects the rudder (or tail rotor if used with a helicopter) servo.

After connecting the gyro to the rudder servo and receiver, turn on the power of 
the transmitter and then the receiver, the indicator on the gyro will be green or red, 
if red light, means the gyro is in head lock mode, by flipping the CH5 switch, the
indicator will turn from red to green, and now the gyro is in non-heading lock mode.
When the gyro is in no-head lock mode (the indicator on the gyro   is solid green, if 
it is red, please reverse the CH5 switch), push the rudder stick (CH4) to full right
position and hold on, the indicator will constantly convert in  red, green, blue, yellow,
pink and white, meanwhile the gyro is getting into set up program, to set up a 
specific fuction, just wait untill the indicator’s flashing in the corresponding color, release
the rudder stick to the neutral position, the indicator will flash in one color and indicate
current option, push the control stick to half position (the middle position between 
neutral position and highest position) and hold it, the indicator will turn to the other
options for this fuction, select the option and release the control stick to neutral 
position, and it will then be confirmed.  

 How to get into setup program?

ProModeler

G720HV

Voltage: 4.8 - 7.4VDC
Digital servo: 760µs/560Hz
Digital servo: 1520µs/330Hz
Analog servo: 1520µs/70Hz
Dual Mode: Heading Hold (AVCS) & Rate
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